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TOP 10
GAMES

1 Fable: Anniversary
2 Tomb Raider: Definitive Edition
with Limited Edition Artwork
3 Grand Theft Auto V
4 FIFA 14
5 Killzone Shadow Fall

6 Battlefield 4
7 Call of Duty – Free Fall edition
8 LEGO Marvel Super Heroes
9 Forza Motorsport 5
10 Dead Rising 3
l Chart by Game.co.uk.

NEW MUSIC
By JIM GELLATLY

WHO: Dominic Thomson
(vocals/guitar), Ewen Ramsay (guitar/vocals), Callum
Munro (bass), Daniel Garvie
(drums)
WHERE: Edinburgh
FOR FANS OF: The 1975,
Foals, Vampire Weekend
JIM SAYS: I’M not a big
advocate of the Battle Of The
Bands concept — but if done
properly, they can give an act
a boost when starting out.
Martin Doherty
from
Chvrches reminded me
recently that I saw his first
band at an unsigned competition when he was just 17. As
a judge I gave them a right
slating — but they were truly
awful that night in Paisley.
Sometimes it’s just about
making an impact. Good or
bad. That band, Julia Thirteen, eventually became one
of my favourites.
The Directors and New
Confessions really impressed
at the 2011 Radio Forth One
To Watch final at the Liquid
Room in Edinburgh.
The Directors won, but
both bands picked up a fair
bit of airplay on my radio
shows following the event.
And last year members of
these two bands formed
Rebel Westerns. I was
excited to hear what they’d
come up with and I wasn’t disappointed. From ‘possible
contenders’, I’d now label
them ‘dead certs’. Debut sin-

Since the release of the
first Final Fantasy XIII
game in 2010, it has now
developed into a trilogy.
Part one introduced us
to a new world, new characters and a new story,
proving to be too much of
a change for those loyal to
the series. The second
instalment, thankfully, managed to appease some disgruntled fans. So how
about part three?
Lighting Returns continues the story and sees the
world on a countdown to
destruction. Only Lightning can save the people
of the world, working as
God’s Saviour.

Mixed emotions

While the story will
make
sense
to
those
already invested in the trilogy, newcomers will have
a hard time getting a
grasp of the full situation.
Much has changed with
the way the game plays.
The game world now
revolves around four main
locations that you can
travel to and from relatively freely.
The biggest change is to
the battle system.
Lightning now fights
alone, but rather than this
feeling like it’s taking
away from the experience,
it actually opens up more

PC, £18.99
gle Honey Blood sounds like
something you’d hear on daytime Radio 1. Jangly indie guitar pop that hooks you in, it’s
the perfect introduction to a
band I reckon are ready for
the next step.
Musically they’re not a million miles from fellow Edinburgh residents Bwani Junction. The fact that Rebel Westerns recognise these similarities suggests our capital
city’s scene is pretty healthy.
Frontman Dominic said:
“Edinburgh has a huge scene
for our type of music but I
think a lot of it can be a little
saturated. Most bands our
age sound very similar.
“What sets us apart is our
honesty. People pick up on
that. We’re comfortable being
perceived as mainstream
indie rock because the best
of bands aren’t always the
most ground-breaking. It’s
just a case of taking it somewhere that’s interesting and
gets inside people’s heads.”
They’re planning an EP for
the summer and have the T
Break Stage at T In The Park
top of their wish list, after a
tour next month. Dates so far
include Dundee Abertay University Union (March 14), Edinburgh’s Electric Circus
(March 15), PJ Molloys, Dunfermline (March 21) and Inverness’s Eagle Bar (March 28).
MORE:
soundcloud.com/
rebelwesterns
Q Jim will be playing Rebel Westerns on In:Demand Uncut this
Sunday from 7pm on Clyde 1,
Forth One, Northsound 1, Radio
Borders, Tay FM & West FM. www.
indemandscotland.co.uk.

Listen to the band at:
thescottishsun.co.uk

build a utopia? You can have them.
But Democracy 3 is at its best when
you task yourself with certain goals –
two terms to free the US from debt,
for instance.
The Social Engineering DLC adds
20 new policies for you to manipu-

late the different groups, such as
lowering the drinking age.
Democracy 3 gives you back what
you put in. Playing only to win
re-election can get repetitive.
But test yourself with some ambitious goals and it truly shines.

TRAIN REFUNDS

SPLASHY FISH
Free for all

FLICK CHAMPIONS
WINTER SPORTS Free

GET money back from the rail
company when your train runs
late thanks to this easy-to-use
download set up by two fed-up
commuters.
Covering 15 networks, the
freebie version shows trains you
could claim for, while the
paid-for auto-fills and submits
claims on your behalf.

THIS is the best Flappy Bird
knock-off if you’re desperate
for a replacement since the
original was taken offline.
It’s the closest in terms of
gameplay and should keep
you tapping away for a good
few weeks. If not, try
Badland. It is slicker and will
challenge you.

GET into the Sochi spirit with
this simple flick-and-play
download of eight sport games
including ice skating, slalom,
ski jump and ice hockey.
Pick your player and battle it
out for 18 cups. It also allows
two-player battles and your
score goes towards your
country’s national tally.

Free for all, 69p for full version

MARCO CAROLA is a global ambassador of
techno. He was key to the development of the electronic scene in the early Nineties, taking the flourishing Napolitano techno sound global.
Move on two decades and he is still one of the
most respected artists on the techno scene, seen
as one of the main factors in driving the genre to
worldwide recognition within electronic music.
Next weekend will be the first time he has
brought his hugely successful Music On brand to
UK shores.
Here is a short extract from CLUBZ interview
with Marco – read the full interview online now at
thesun.co.uk/clubz. Marco says:
We don’t put on many Music On events, so the
ones we do, we put a lot of effort into it to make
sure it’s the best experience for everyone. Music
On is such a new brand, and very close to my
heart, so it’s a beautiful thing to see how people
have reacted so positively to it and
the feedback we get.
We work so hard on our
events, and with all things in
life, if you put in the time and
effort, you can reach your goal.
The Music On events will
always be different from a normal Marco Carola DJ set, as
it’s about the whole experience.
We don’t just play anywhere,
we have to find the right club.
But for me, music is the most
important thing, it’s even our
mission statement – IT’S
ALL ABOUT THE MUSIC.
It’s like our
religion.
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DYNAMITE duo Champs can’t
explain everything on their
debut album — as they
reckon it was hijacked by
GHOSTS.

LAST OF US IS
UP FOR BAFTA

4

SICK of David Cameron and his
welly-wallies? Here is your chance to
show him how it should be done.
Democracy 3 came out in October
but we waited for the release of the
£3.99 DLC pack Social Engineering
to give it a full review.
You play a national leader in the
UK, US, France or Australia. Imagine
a Civilization-style strategy game
without the world map.
This is bare-bones on graphics but
once you get used to all the bubbles
representing policies, data and
events, it becomes a great way to
get the information you need.
Each action has a reaction. Taxing
fuel, say, will boost your coffers and
please environmentalists – but will
slow production and anger drivers.
Each time you play, you set your
own parameters for the game. Want
unlimited terms to give you time to

options with the addition
of the Schemata system.
Lightning
can
now
switch in battle between
three different load-outs,
each with its own Active
Time Battle meter.
Juggling these to defeat
opponents effectively is a
challenge and can take
time to truly master.
However, here, experience is not gained by
defeating opponents, but
by completing quests.
Some will find this a
welcome change from the
grinding that is usually
the only way to progress
your character.
Others will miss the
tried and tested formula of
developing your skills.
The trilogy of Final Fantasy XIII has brought
many mixed emotions to
fans of the series.
Lightning Returns: Final
Fantasy XIII has brought
a close to the saga but in
an incredibly underwhelming manner.
Many will love the new
battle system.
And fans of the existing
series will find something
to enjoy, too.
But it is a long way
from the Final Fantasy
games I know and love.

for iOS

IT’S the awards season and that includes
BAFTAs for gaming – recognising the finest
video games of the last year.
Nominations were announced on Wednesday, and The Last Of Us leads the field with
nods in a whopping ten categories.
The Naughty Dog stunner was probably the
greatest PS3 game of all-time, and an apt sendoff for the console.
Grand Theft Auto V was just behind with nine
nominations, while PlayStation Vita title Tearaway was the surprise package, scooping eight.
All three will compete for the illustrious Best
Game award, along with Assassin’s Creed 4:
Black Flag, Super Mario 3D World, and indie
title Papers, Please.
GTAV and Tearaway are also nominated in
the Best British Game category.
There, they go up against DmC Devil May
Cry, Gunpoint, LEGO Marvel Super Heroes,
and The Room Two.
Winners will be announced at a ceremony on
March 12, hosted by comic Dara O Briain.

JOGGLE BRAIN TRAINING

ROCKET ROBO

WORK the old grey matter with
this cool set of mind games.
The tasks came from a US
team, who originally designed
them for astronauts and
university cognitive tests.
The puzzles work your
speed, memory and focus –
and you can skip the ones you
don’t like without penalty.

BLAST your way around a
beautiful material world of funny
fabrics in this creative title,
which reminds us a little bit of
Little Big Planet crossed with
Super Mario Galaxy.
You tap the screen to boost
your robot character around
worlds, where you can dive
through walls collecting stars.

Free for iOS

69p for all

The Isle of Wight brothers — Michael
and David Champion — recorded it in
an old converted water tower.

ONE2WATCH

DEMOCRACY 3

MYSTERIOUS
. . . Michael
and David

By CHRIS
SWEENEY

VIDEO
games
developer Square
Enix has spent a
lot of time concentrating on the latest part LIGHTNING RETURNS:
4
of its Final Fantasy FINAL FANTASY XIII
franchise.
Xbox 360/PS3, £39.99

REBEL WESTERNS

Down Like Gold was two years in the
making and it finally hits shops on February 24. David, 23, revealed: “Where we did
it was quite a spooky old building.
“It’s on the grounds of Queen Victoria’s
old holiday home.
“The thing is, there’s a few weird sounds
on the album which we can’t account for.
“It might have been Prince Albert’s ghost
knocking around, that’s what we think. But
it was an amazing place to record.”
It was X Factor host Dermot O’Leary who
got the ball rolling. Until then, they’d been
making music together for a laugh.
David said: “This was a side project at
that point. somehow Dermot heard our song
St. Peters and he’d been playing it on Radio
2, we didn’t even realise.
“He asked us to come in and do a session.
It was so sudden. It made us take this
project seriously and we decided to do a
whole album — it was an important moment.
“We never found out how he heard our
song in the first place.
“Now I’m quite nervous — I’ve suddenly
realised it’s coming out. We finished it
nearly two years ago but these things take
time to get the ball in motion.
“There was always that temptation to tweak
it. But when we finished, we let it be — you
can’t replicate that first recording energy. If
you go back and change it, you lose the
magic.” The vibe of the album is a seaside

one2see

PSYCHEDELIC lads Temples are the
biggest thing to come out of Kettering.
Their debut album Sun Structure has
been a rip-roaring success — even Noel Gallagher rates them.
And they’ve got gigs booked across the
world all year long. But they hit Glasgow’s
Oran Mor on February 24 and come back to
play the city’s 02 Academy on March 18.
All the info is at: templestheband.com

town during winter — with an alternative pop
sound all over it.
Bizarrely one song was written for S Club
7 pop babe Rachel Stevens.
David explained: “Mike was asked to write
a song for Rachel. He wrote it but he liked
it too much — so we held on to it.
“We live in a tiny little village on the
south coast of the island, so we’re in touch
with nature and the seasons — you really
notice it more than being in the city.
“So that’s influenced the sound and feel of
the album — if we lived in a city, it
wouldn’t have the same feeling.
“We like the emotion of nature. It’s a wintery, cold album — in a nice way.”
The lads are off on tour too with it.
They’ve just done a run around Europe and
now hit the UK with The Jezabels.

‘We haven’t had
to sell ourselves’

They play Glasgow’s Oran Mor on February 26. Ironically there will be no hometown
gig, as they can’t do them.
David said: “There are no venues anymore
on the Isle of Wight, there used to be a few.
“There’s no focal point. You have to get
right off the island if you want to take
music seriously.
“It’s a real shame there are no venues but
it’s quite a deprived area and there’s lots of
old people — so it’s not viable.”
But the brothers aren’t complaining. It’s
been a rapid rise and they’ve enjoyed it.
David added: “We didn’t have to force it
at any point. We did an album and people
said, ‘we like that’.
“And now we’ve got the chance to play it
live. We haven’t had to sell ourselves, it’s all
just happened.”
Q For tour tickets and album download, go to:
champschampschamps.com

one2hear

UNDERRATED rockers The Mirror Trap
have got the best banter in Scots music.
Speaking about their new album, frontman Gary said: “This is for the broken,
ignored and underpaid, for jilted teens and
call centre Casanovas. We can’t offer you
wealth or salvation, but we promise to be
completely yours, forever and always.”
The album’s first single Killing Time is a touch
of class. See: facebook.com/themirrortrap
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